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18th Sunday in Ordinary Time C (July 31, 2022 STM: 11:15) 

Having had hearing problems for a number of years, an elderly gentleman went to the 
doctor, who had him fitted for hearing aids that allowed him to hear better than ever. The old 
man returned to the doctor one month later for an evaluation of his new hearing aids, and the 
doctor said, ‘Your hearing is perfect. Your family must be really pleased that you can hear 
again.’ The gentleman replied, ‘Oh, I haven’t told my family yet. I just sit around and listen to 
the conversations. I’ve changed my will three times!  

 My dear sisters and brothers in Christ Jesus, our gospel today begins with a family 

argument over an inheritance. "Someone in the crowd said to him, 'Teacher, tell my brother to 

divide the family inheritance with me.”   This person wanted Jesus to get involved in a family 

dispute.  Basically it was a matter of one sibling saying “It’s not fair!”  Does that sound familiar? 

A couple weeks ago, we hear something similar in the story of Martha and Mary.  "Lord, do you 

not care that my sister has left me to do all the work by myself?" (Luke 10:40).  It is possible that 

the man suspected his brother was cheating him or acting irresponsibly with the family assets. If 

that's the case, this brother may have thought it advantageous to solicit the Lord's involvement in 

order to help resolve the controversy. 

       The man’s request does not fall well on the ears of Jesus.  The response of Christ?  “Friend, 

who appointed me as your judge or arbitrator?'" Like many well-trained rabbis, Jesus responds 

with a question. Rather than offering a direct answer, Jesus' query pierces the man's thinly veiled 

request. It reveals a presumption that undergirds his initiative, which appears to be an attempt to 

find allies who will support his effort to force his brother's hand. 

       Jesus, however, refuses to serve in that capacity. Instead of being drawn into this family 

dispute as mediator, Jesus gets to the heart of the matter. It's possible the real concern isn't about 

justice -- fiduciary or familial -- but about getting what he thinks belongs to him, and getting it 

sooner rather than later. Meanwhile he likely had no intention of becoming the catalyst for an 

admonition on greed, but that's what happened.  

This all leads to Jesus then speaking to the crowd: "Take care! Be on your guard against 

all kinds of greed; for one's life does not consist in the abundance of possessions.”  And this gets 

to the very heart of things today:  the desire for more and focusing on just yourself. Jesus then 

tells a parable as a way to illustrate the wisdom of keeping one's life free from greed, recognizing 

what should be the priorities in life. 

Jesus taught the way he did today because for first century Jews, there was no consensus 

and no defined doctrine of the resurrection.   There was no accepted understanding of how God 

would punish evil or reward good.  Instead, many looked for God’s approval or disapproval 

based on if you lived a long life, had material blessings and lots of children.  If you had these 

things, you were seen as favored by God.  If you had little in life, you were less favored. 

The rich land owner we meet today would have been seen by the crowd as favored by 

God. Jesus, however, turns that expectation on its head and uses the parable to speak about 

proper worship of God and the material things of the world.  

The rich fool is misled by the accumulation of wealth. He is not living in God’s favor. 

Rather, he is deaf to God’s voice.  He only hears his own voice and is full of self-concern and 

materialism.  Notice that the man refers to himself eight times-six times in the first person, and 

twice in the second person.  His heart is with his possessions.  

For Jesus, this mindset is the very antithesis of what life is about.  This man is rich but 

not rich in what matters to God.    The man just wants more for himself to the point that he must 
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tear down his barns and build bigger ones because he cannot fit all of what he has in the current 

barns.  The farmer’s life-The Rich Fool as this parable is known- is really one of tragedy.  He is 

just looking inward.  He is only concerned for what he needs, for how much he has, for his own 

future. The farmer has an opportunity to open his hand to his neighbor. He had a chance to be 

generous.  He was blessed with a bountiful harvest.   He could have given some away. He could 

have looked around to see who was in need in his midst. Rather, he just sought ways to keep all 

he had for himself.   He did not.  And in the parable, Jesus tells us that that very night, the man’s 

life would be taken from him.  And he cannot take any of his stuff with him. He had spent his 

life accumulating what mattered to him and not what mattered to God.   

Okay, so what is the teaching for us today?  I think this parable is meant to get us to think 

a little bit about what we store up in this life.  It is about how we use what we are given.  It is 

about what we treasure in this life.  If we look at the whole of scriptures some themes around this 

emerge: 

❖ We are given to — so that we might give to others.                                                               
❖ We are blessed — so that we might be a blessing.                                                   
❖ We are loved — so that we might love;                                                               
❖ We are reconciled — so that we might reconcile                                                        
❖ We are forgiven — so that we might forgive. 

The problem with greed and accumulation is that rich fools — then and now — forget that 

blessings are intended to be used to bless others. 

 I was riding in the car with someone recently who said to me “You know, we are really 

blessed to live here in this area.”  We are blessed to be here, to live here.  Many of us have what 

we need.  Some of us have more than we need.  And so, it is important for us to be mindful of 

our blessings-the blessing of where we live and our material blessings. I know that there are 

people here in this parish who do struggle to make ends meet.  There are then those who are 

wealthy  and those who live comfortably.  It is important that we take a look at where we are in 

life, what we have, how we have been blessed and use that for good of others.  I know even of 

those in this parish who do struggle to make ends meet but who find a way to give to the parish 

or to give to charity.  Our lives are meant to be given away.     We receive so that we may give.   

 I want to leave you today with some practical suggestions about how to respond to the 

parable we hear today: 

❖ Go through your closets and drawers once a year. If you didn’t wear a piece of clothing 
that year, give it away.  We have our Caring and Sharing Center here on campus where 
you can share what you do not need with those who do have a need.  

❖ Journal a list of all the things you need to live and another list of things you want for 
your life. Commit to purchasing only from the need list for the rest of the year. 

❖  Make a list of your monthly budget categories in order of amounts spent on each. Look 
at how your charitable giving compares with your accumulation line items — clothing, 
eating out, entertainment, grooming, hobbies, etc. Does the order need to change? 

❖  For the next month, every time you appreciate something that somebody else has, 
stop to pray for your own contentment with how you have been blessed. 

❖ Don’t rent a storage unit. If you have one, consolidate to only what you can fit in your 
home.   What you would spend on a storage unit for one year, could perhaps be given 
to the parish so that we can rent storage units for our furniture project which is always 
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short of space. This project provides furniture for those transition out of homelessness 
or from abusive situations. 

❖ Christmas shopping starts again in three months. Declare a tight price limit on family 
presents.  Spend as much sponsoring a local shelter as you do on gifts. 
      J.H. Jowett said: “The real measure of our wealth is how much we would be worth if 
we lost our money.”  Think today about how you define richness. Think about what you  
have and what you really need.  Jesus was trying to drive home the importance of 
generosity and storing up not treasure for yourself but treasures that matter to God. 
Amen. 

Portions adapted from: Graceworks, July 31, 2022. 

 


